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By Michael Bostock

An edible, dare I say, desirably edible 
citrus that can be grown outside in 
the Pacific Northwest including the 
southwestern B.C. Lower Mainland?  
We may as well relegate that thought 
to the same mythical realm as the 
sasquatch or ogopogo - right?... Wrong! 
I am not referring to the trifoliate 
orange otherwise known as Poncirus 
trifoliata, hardy to zone 5, that produces 
little ``oranges'' with a taste that is 
reminiscent, I am told, of turpentine. No, 
I am referring to the yuzu, also known 
as Citrus ichangensis × C. reticulata, 
with fruit that are highly sought after by 

chefs of the finest restaurants in New 
York, London, Paris and Tokyo. 

My love story with the yuzu began 
in spring of 2009. I had just begun to 
develop a serious addiction to this 
hobby of exotic plants that you, dear 
reader, are probably also afflicted with. 
I had contacted Ray Mattei, owner of 
Tropic-to-Tropic plants based out of 
Tsawwassen B.C., to enquire as to the 
availability of several palm species that 
I had yet to ``experiment'' with (read 
``subject to prolonged painful and 
death''). I recall from that phone call 
that Ray was particularly excited by his 
success in finding a California supplier 

for the yuzu, a plant he had been 
searching for for many years. 
I remember him making wild 
claims about an edible citrus 
hardy to zone 8 and, possibly, 
zone 7. I further remember 
thinking to myself "hmmm, that 
just can't be true" but several 
nanoseconds later caution 
was thrown to the wind, and I 
pleaded with Ray to reserve a 
plant for me.

My plant was perhaps 70 cm tall, 
grafted onto what I presume was 
Poncirus rootstock. This grafting 
is a common practice for citrus 
as it confers extra hardiness and 
limits size of a tree to reasonable 
proportions. Mine had 1 main 
leader, perhaps 0.75 cm in 
diameter, and a number of small 
side shoots. I carefully pruned 
back all but two of the shoots in 
the hopes of eventually training 
the tree to a standard form with 
an evenly rounded canopy. 
The yuzu remained in a pot for 
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Figure 1: My 7-year old yuzu, photographed 
in November 2014. The tallest branch 
stretches 2.4 m above the ground and the 
trunk has a 6 cm diameter immediately 

above the graft.
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2 years, slowly putting on growth and 
staying out of harm's way over winter in 
an unheated garage. I had been eyeing 
a suitable location for it and settled on a 
protected corner by the stairway of our 
back deck where the yuzu was planted 
in spring 2011. A French handbook on 
citrus culture that I had picked up in a 

Paris bookstore provided guidance on 
soil preparation. Citrus like deep rich 
soil so I amended the planting hole 
with plenty of well matured household 
compost. I took care to ensure that the 
graft stayed above the soil line, that 
the plant was well watered over the 
summer, and that the root zone was 

Figure 2: View into a yuzu. Fruit are often found 3-4 on a branch. Leaves are 
elliptical with winged petiole. Care must be taken while picking fruit to avoid 

spines that can be 2 cm or more in length and are found in the leaf axils.
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kept clear from lawn that competes for 
water. 

Although growth in-ground was good, 
I was disappointed that the yuzu did 
not flower that year, nor the following 
year, nor it appeared the year of 2013. 
I began to worry that my yuzu was 
just another attractive, broad-leaved 
evergreen. However, late in December 
2013, I noted two flickers of yellow, 
somewhere in the inner reaches of the 
foliage, illuminated by the anemic winter 
sun. Unbeknownst to me, my yuzu had 
set 2 fruit, oblate, and about the size of 
a tangerine.  Unfortunately, they were 
half covered in a green mold, dry inside 
with a lot of seeds and little pulp; so I 
was to remain ignorant of the yuzu’s 
culinary attributes for another year. In 
the spring of 2014 the yuzu produced 
a good number of flowers. They were 
less fragrant than I hoped they would 
be, certainly not the overpowering 
scent of Meyer lemon in full bloom. The 

fruit grew steadily over summer, dark 
green, from the size of peas to cherries 
to mandarins and began to lighten in 
shade towards late September as they 
reached full size.  By early November, 
a sizeable quantity of fruit were ready 
for harvest, and I harvested a second 
installment by November 13 just in 
advance of the first serious November 
frost, a total of at least 120 fruit. I have 
read that yuzu exhibits an ̀ `alternance”, 
a French term describing the behavior 
of some fruit trees to bear more heavily 
in alternate years. I noticed that one fork 
of my tree bore more heavily than the 
other this year – perhaps the two forks 
will exhibit an alternating alternance?

Yuzu fruit are filled with many more 
seeds than an average lemon and a 
typical fruit contains only about 1/4 to 
1/3 the juice of a lemon of similar size. 
In flavour, the juice is quite comparable 
to that of lemon and makes a good 
substitute in recipes. However, yuzu 

Figure 4. The second yuzu harvest of 2014. My tree bore at least 120 fruit in 
this, its first significant bearing year.
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Figure 3. A fully ripe yuzu fruit. About the size of a tangerine, the fruit has 
a bumpy, fragrant yellow skin. A significant proportion of the fruit interior is 

taken up by large seeds leaving rather less juice than an average lemon.

really distinguishes itself as a zest 
condiment; even small quantities of zest 
immediately transform salad dressings, 
stir fries, ice cream and biscotti. It is 
straight forward to freeze yuzus whole, 
and pluck them from the freezer to grate 
zest whenever required. When the zest 
is finished, the remaining pulp can be 
steeped in hot water to produce a fruit 
tea.

Yuzu is thought to have originated as 
a cross between the ichang papeda 
(Citrus ichangensis, another hardy 
citrus but with bitter rind and juice) 
and a variety of sour mandarin (Citrus 
reticulata var. austera). Although its 
location of origin is debated, the U.S. 
plant explorer Frank Meyer (after whom 
the "Meyer" lemon is named) found 
wild yuzu growing in China on the 
banks of the Yangtze River in 1914 at 
an elevation near 1300 m where winter 
temperatures dip to -12 C. It may have 
reached Japan from China 1000 years 

ago during the Tang Dynasty, where it is 
now widely cultivated. Although yuzus 
come true from seed, it may take many 
years for a seed-grown tree to bear fruit. 
I have found that pruned yuzu cuttings 
strike rather readily with a little rooting 
hormone and can produce fruit within 
three years.  If you want to keep the 
wait for fruit to a minimum, the simplest 
way to acquire a grafted yuzu tree is to 
contact local nurseries who specialize 
in exotica, like Tropic-to-Tropic. From 
my observations over three winters, 
yuzu remains evergreen to about -10 
C, but begins to shed leaves at lower 
temperatures. Thankfully my tree has 
yet to experience these temperatures 
though I have heard that established 
trees rebound well even after complete 
defoliation.

At last, we have a cold hardy citrus 
with delectable fruit suitable for Pacific 
Northwest gardens.


